Ensuring
pipeline
connectivity

Pipelink is the asset owner and asset integrity
manager of 750 km of high pressure (underground)
pipelines serving the chemical industry.

Mission
Pipelink is the long-term partner for DBFM* pipeline
projects in Europe. Our passionate team focuses on
providing a hassle-free service to its customers and is at
the service of all its stakeholders.

DBFM = Design, Build, Finance and Maintain

Vision
Building on its many years of expertise, Pipelink will
further expand its pipeline asset base by taking initiatives
in future-oriented pipeline infrastructure projects in
Europe. In this way, Pipelink is contributing to the modal
shift and the transition to a low-carbon society.
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NMP rebrands as
Pipelink to accelerate
the modal shift and
the transition to a
low-carbon society,
and to become the
leading European
pipeline infrastructure
company

Pipelink ambition
Pipelink’s ambition: as a neutral party (not being the owner of the molecules transported) Pipelink aims to take on a leading role
in the project development, construction and operation, and asset integrity management of cross-border pipeline networks.

Observations
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• The development of such cross-

• Hydrogen and hydrogen carriers

• The development of pipeline grids

border pipeline networks can play a
significant role in fulfilling Europe’s
energy transition and modal shift
ambitions.
• Despite the presence of the
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investment.
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• Each country has its own legislation
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The climate and environmental
challenges are driving the
expansion of pipeline networks
1

2
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The rising cost of fossil fuels (including the CO2 tax as set out in the EU’s ‘Fit for 55’ climate package) and road congestion
(“kilometre charges”) are reducing the minimum volume needed to justify construction and use of pipelines.
External transportation costs such as time lost in traffic jams are being “internalised”, increasing the financial attraction of
pipelines as a fully-fledged alternative for road transport.
Awareness of the health risks & environmental impact caused by fine dust and NOx/SOx emissions resulting from road
transport.
One of the consequences of climate change is that water levels on the River Rhine are lower in summer. For German

4

industry, this is leading to uncertainty regarding security of supply of feedstock and the transportation of finished products
by barge.

5

The increasing cross-border development of common carriers in and between chemical clusters in the ARRR region will
reduce transport by road or barge.

Unlike other transport modes,
Due to their lack of visual
Per tonne-kilometre, pipelines
are the most environmentallyfriendly, energy-efficient,
safest and lowest OPEX
transport mode.

impact and a limited spatial
impact, pipelines are the go-to
solution for transporting energy
carriers and chemicals through
environmentally sensitive areas.

pipelines do not require multiple
operations and activities before
and after each transport, such
as loading, offloading, de-gassing,
and tank cleaning.

Pipelines are the transport mode
of choice for energy & chemical
industry
A pipeline system requires

The high delivery speed
Pipeline transport is

of a pipeline system is

very reliable.

an additional advantage,
as the product can be
delivered immediately.

The energy costs for

limited maintenance since

operating a pipeline are

the pumps / compressors

low, as energy is only

and section valves are

needed to create pressure.

the only moving parts in a

This – and the fact there is

pipeline system.

no need to transport empty
returns – makes pipeline
transport an energyfriendly mode of transport
with a low environmental
footprint.

Why choose Pipelink?
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Total service model from design

24/7 availability of capacity –

and financing to construction

particularly important as pipelines

and operational management

are of strategic importance
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In-depth knowledge and

Long-term contracts that

Networks (“Take-or-pay”) allows

experience of all relevant areas,

provide “transportation peace of

investment costs to be spread over

such as Belgian Gas Law

mind” for customers

several producers and off-takers
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De-risking of stranded assets

Neutrality – molecules transported
are not the property of Pipelink

Pipelink: Your partner from
source to destination
The Pipelink pipeline infrastructure is offered as a service, with a business model that
encompasses all areas for hassle-free operation:
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